How much do you spend for Weeds?

THERE'S no "quick and easy" way of getting rid of weeds, once they gain a foothold. It's an expensive, endless job.

"Bargains" in seed for your greens and fairways may swell your maintenance costs to a large figure.

It's just plain good arithmetic to buy seeds of known purity, known germination and known variety. With previous expense for grading, draining, fertilizing and fitting the soil running into thousands of dollars, it is "penny-wise and pound foolish" to skimp on the quality of your grass seeds.

Only laboratory tests can reveal the purity of seed. With the naked eye, even trained experts can tell only approximate purity.

The Albert Dickinson Company maintains the finest commercial seed testing laboratories in America. We are able to tell our customers the exact quality of each lot of seed, and that is why Dickinson's Certificate Brand Golf Seeds are sealed with a certificate of test.

When you specify Certificate Brand you know what you get.
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